Computational method for temporal pattern discovery in biomedical genomic databases.
With the rapid growth of biomedical research databases, opportunities for scientific inquiry have expanded quickly and led to a demand for computational methods that can extract biologically relevant patterns among vast amounts of data. A significant challenge is identifying temporal relationships among genotypic and clinical (phenotypic) data. Few software tools are available for such pattern matching, and they are not interoperable with existing databases. We are developing and validating a novel software method for temporal pattern discovery in biomedical genomics. In this paper, we present an efficient and flexible query algorithm (called TEMF) to extract statistical patterns from time-oriented relational databases. We show that TEMF - as an extension to our modular temporal querying application (Chronus II) - can express a wide range of complex temporal aggregations without the need for data processing in a statistical software package. We show the expressivity of TEMF using example queries from the Stanford HIV Database.